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§

The Think Visegrad platform and Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS), held a seminar on
the formats and approaches to regional co-operation of the Benelux, Nordic Council and V4
and their influence of the EU decision-making process on Friday, 19 October 2018.

Zuzana Stuchlíková (Head of Brussels Office,

Europe), and highlighted the fact all three countries

EUROPEUM) gave the opening remarks and stressed

are founding members of the European Community.

the importance of regional co-operation in the EU –

He presented the two major objectives of the Benelux

considering that without coalitions even the bigger

Union including their aim to expand cross-border co-

MSs cannot achieve their interests.

operation within the Benelux but also outside, and to

The

Chair,

Steven

Blockmans

(Senior

be a laboratory for the EU.

Research Fellow & Head of EU Foreign Policy, CEPS)

Petra

gave a short introduction for the participants and

Representative,

highlighted the example of political clustering within

Slovakia to the EU) outlined the V4 historical co-

the EU, on top of the regional and geographical co-

operation. She called the Visegrad Four ‘a value driven

operation.

group’, which after achieving their first aim –

The discussion started with Alain de Muyser
(Deputy Secretary General of Benelux) who gave an
overview of the Benelux history (he stressed that it is
the oldest institutionalized regional co-operation in

Vargová
Permanent

(Deputy

Permanent

Representation

of

transitioning to democracy and becoming EU MSs –
now co-ordinate in order to efficiently translate and
achieve their policy interests within the EU. She called
the co-operation a very pragmatic one, as the
countries co-operate when there is common ground
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only. She furthermore stressed the co-operation of

countries with the EU is complicated, especially since

the V4 with third countries such as the Western

some countries have opt-outs and others are not

Balkans and the countries of the Eastern Partnership.

members at all. She strongly disagreed with the use

Jakub Groszkowski (The Centre for Eastern
Studies (OSW), Poland) elaborated further on the V4.
He called the fonding members of the V4 dissidents in
a time when they were Russia’s satellite countries. He

of ‘beneath the EU’ wording, as she stated that they
aim to be parallel and an alternative to the EU.
However, she also said that the countries do not have
strong co-ordination within the EU.

stressed the good example that the V4 gives to areas

Piret Kuusik (Estonian Foreign Policy Institute,

such as the Western Balkans regarding good co-

Estonia) spoke on Baltic and Nordic co-operation.

operation in common interest areas. Furthermore, he

Concerning the co-ordination of the Nordic-Baltic

agreed to comments made by Vargová regarding

Eight she explained that there’s new developments

flexibility of co-operation, as they co-operate in some

and standard relations between the Permanent

areas and communicate disagreements in other areas.

Representations

Matilda af Hällström (Adviser of the Nordic
Council in Brussels) spoke about the parliamentary
co-operation within the Nordic countries.

in

Brussels.

Furthermore,

she

asserted that it was the threat of Russia that has
brought these countries together.

She

informed the room that the co-operation of these
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